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Exporting, Editing and
Importing Waypoints
on the GPSG-1000

The purpose of this document is to describe a method
of adding custom waypoints to the GPSG-1000 without
using the graphical users interface and touchscreen
to enter waypoint data. Waypoint data will instead
be entered on a PC, and then the custom data will be
transferred to the GPSG-1000 using the file/waypoint/
import feature.
Waypoints, as stored in the GPSG-1000, are a set of
data that describe a point in 3D space, along with data
to name/mark that location. Custom waypoints on the
GPSG-1000 are stored in a comma separated variable
file (CSV) which can be shared among GPSG-1000 units
using the waypoint export and import functions. It is
important to note that importing a custom waypoint
file from another GPSG-1000 will result in the custom
waypoints of the receiving unit to be overwritten. If
the files from two different units need to be merged,
it must be done external to the unit, and can be
accomplished using the editing techniques described in
this document.

Creating Custom Waypoints
Only Custom Waypoint data may be exported from the
GPSG-1000. Once a Custom Waypoint is added to the
GPSG-1000 it can then be exported to a USB drive and
edited. To create a Custom Waypoint, select Waypoint
from the main toolbar located at the left of the screen.
The Waypoint screen appears. See Figure 1.

Figure 1. Waypoint Screen

Select the Add button, the Waypoint Edit screen
appears. See Figure 2.

Figure 3. Waypoint Edit, waypoint data screen

Select the Code field and enter a new code to identify
the new Custom Waypoint. In this example we will use
EXP1. Press Done, The new Custom Waypoint will be
added to the Waypoint List. See Figure 4

Figure 2. Waypoint Edit Screen

On the Waypoint Edit Screen select one of the lines

Figure 4. New Waypoint List

from the table. For this exercise we will select ANC,
line 7. Once you have highlighted the line, select Next.
The data from the selected line will now populate the
Waypoint Edit Screen. See Figure 3.

Exporting Waypoints
Exporting waypoints is done through the File/Waypoint
page, to open the file screen first click on the main
menu at the left side of the touchscreen, and select the
‘File’ button. On the file screen open the ‘Waypoint’ tab.
See Figure 5.
To export the custom waypoints, plug a compatible USB
flash drive into one of the two USB ports located on the
side of the box where the glare screen attaches, wait
approximately 5 to 10 seconds for the unit to recognize
the drive and then press the ‘Export to USB’ button
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on lower right of the Waypoint page. A green popup
box will appear and confirm when the export has

Excel Type Editor
The Waypoint information may be edited, copied, or

completed. See figure 6.

new lines added. Ensure that each new Waypoint added
has a unique identifying code in column D. Column J is
added to the end of each Waypoint entry and set to “0”.
This is to force a comma at the end of each row of the
output file. See Figure 7.
Text Type Editor
The Waypoint information may be edited, copied, or
new lines added. The sentence terms are identical to
the Excel type editor file, however, the line is already
terminated with a comma.
Note: If Waypoint File contents exceeds a few thousand

Figure 5. File / Waypoints Screen

entries the loading and sorting functions in the GPSG1000 will be slowed.

Editing the Customer Waypoint File
Remove the USB flash drive from the GPSG-1000, and
place the drive in a PC. The custom waypoint file will be
located in the following directory /Aeroflex/Waypoint

When editing is complete, save the file to the USB flash
drive in the same directory location and with the same
name from which it was originally opened.

and will be named userairports.csv. The Waypoint
File may be opened in Excel or a Text type editor like
Notepad++.
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Ted Stevens Anchorage Intl

Anchorage

Where:

Column A
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EXP1

PANC

61.174361

-149.996361

152

0

0

A unique name the user assigns to each user Waypoint.
City.
Country, not currently used.
Unique code to each user Waypoint. GPSG-1000 can sort Waypoints by this code.
ICAO Code. A four-character code designating each airport around the world.
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude (in this case expressed in ft)
UTC offset, not currently used.
This column is added when the Waypoint file is edited to insert a comma at the end of the sentence.
0 should be entered here.
Figure 7. Waypoint File Example, Excel type editor

Ted Stevens Anchorage Intl,Anchorage,,EXP1,PANC,61.174360999999998,-149.99636100000001, 151.99999999999997,0,
Figure 8. Waypoint File Example, Text type editor
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Importing Waypoints
Importing waypoints is done through the File/Waypoint

A green popup box will appear and confirm when the
import has been completed. See figure 11.

page, to open the file screen first click on the main
menu at the left side of the touchscreen, and select the
‘File’ button. On the file screen open the ‘Waypoint’ tab.
See Figure 9.
To import the custom waypoints, plug a compatible USB
flash drive into one of the two USB ports located on the
side of the box where the glare screen attaches, wait
approximately 5 to 10 seconds for the unit to recognize
the drive.

Figure 11. Waypoint Import Successful

The Waypoint imported to the GPSG-1000 will now be
visible in the Waypoint Screen. See Figure 1.

Figure 9. File / Waypoints Screen

Press the Import From USB button on lower left of
the Waypoint page. A pop-up box will appear with a
warning that importing from the USB will overwrite the
existing waypoints on the system. Press Yes to continue.
See figure 10.

Figure 10. USB Import Warning Pop-up
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